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Review on “A quasi-objective single buoy approach for Lagrangian coherent

structures and sea ice fracture events” by Aksamit et al.

 

This paper proposes a new method of single-buoy quasi-objective trajectory stretching
exponents (TSE) to calculate the strain rate of sea ice based on the Lagrangian trajectory
of buoy, which provides new physics-based insights into ice dynamics while only requiring
single GPS tracks. Thus, it can be consider as a suitable complement to common, polygon-
based divergence, shear, and deformation approximations. Three sets of buoy data are
used to test the applicability of the TSE method. In general, it can reveal the strain and
fracturing process of sea ice, reflecting its applicability. The organization and expression of
the paper are relatively rigorous and reasonable. Therefore, this is a work worthy of
publication. Thus, I recommend that the paper be published after a few minor revisions.

 

Here are my general comments:



1) Slowly-varying condition of sea ice drifting is the main basis for the application of TSE
method. Then, is the TSE method applicable to all sea ice concentration scenarios and
reasonable for all cases with different ice-wind ratios? That is, how the internal stress of
sea ice affects the method. It is suggested that the author strengthen the discussion in
this respect and increase the influence of sea ice concentration on the TSE calculation
results.

 

2) As the author said, the speed of sea ice motion is very dependent on the sampling
frequency (See also Lei et al., 2021). Then, the three groups of buoy data used in the
paper should have different sampling frequencies. What is the impact?

In addition, when judging the slowly-varying nature of the sea ice flow, daily satellite
remote sensing products are used. Although the author already mentioned its influence, I
think it is necessary to give the degree of influence quantitatively.

 

Special comments:

Unit 20: “Obtaining local or regional information on the state of sea-ice can thus give
an indication of future sea ice melt rates and potential weather impacts”

-- the Connector for sea-ice is not necessary. “future” is better change to summer
because it is mainly about the seasonal scale.

Unit 80: “With these consideration in mind, we focus on mid-winter and early spring ice
dynamics prior to minimize extensive fracturing of the ice cover”

-- Does this mean that this method is not applicable in the sea ice marginal ice zone or
the area with low ice concentration in summer.



Unit 155: Here is a paper (Lei et al., 2022) talks about the timing of sea ice mass
balance at the MOSAiC DN. Although this is a process analysis of thermodynamics, I
think seasonal thermodynamic processes are helpful for supporting the analysis of their
kinematic and dynamic processes.
Unit 180: “, LKF formation”, Abbreviations are not defined.
Unit 280 “We find that TSEs successfully identify signifificant local material deformation
tangent to individual sea ice buoy trajectories”

-Sea ice deformation has obvious localization characteristics (Lei et al., 2021). The
deformation given based on TES method should only identify the deformation and
fragmentation along the sea ice trajectory. Therefore, for a designated area (e.g., MOSAiC
DN region), to obtain the localization characteristics of sea ice deformation, it is still
necessary to build a high-density buoy array, even if the TES measurement method is
used.

Unit 295 “TSEs accurately predicted the onset of major storms”

-- Can you give the physical mechanism to explain this prediction. It is generally believed
that sea ice deformation occurs during or after storms.

Data availability, The MOSAiC drifter data: The MOSAiC GPS buoys were jointly
provided by colleagues participating in MOSAiC, so appropriate acknowledgements

are necessary. Because there were many providers involved, or sea ice team members
can be used instead.
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